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Abstract

Open logic programs and open entailment
have been recently proposed as an abstract
framework for the verification of incomplete
specifications based upon normal logic pro-
grams and the stable model semantics. There
are obvious analogies between open predi-
cates and abducible predicates. Their exten-
sion is not specified in the program. How-
ever, despite superficial similarities, there are
features of open programs that have no im-
mediate counterpart in the framework of ab-
duction and viceversa. Similarly, open pro-
grams cannot be immediately simulated with
answer set programming (ASP).

In this paper we start a thorough investi-
gation of the relationships between open in-
ference, abduction and ASP. We shall prove
that open programs generalize the other two
frameworks. Similarities and differences be-
tween the three frameworks will be analyzed
formally. The generalized framework sug-
gests interesting extensions of abduction un-
der the generalized stable model semantics.
In some cases, we will be able to reduce open
inference to abduction and ASP, thereby
characterizing the computational complex-
ity of credulous and skeptical open inference
for finite, function-free open programs. At
the same time, the aforementioned reduction
opens the way to new applications of abduc-
tion and ASP.

1 Introduction

Open logic programs and open entailment
[Bonatti 2001] have been recently proposed as

an abstract framework for the verification of incom-
plete specifications based upon normal logic programs
and the stable model semantics.

An important example of incomplete specifica-
tions is given by compound security policies
[Bonatti et al. 2000], where details such as the set of
users and the formulation of certain subpolicies are
tipically unknown at verification time. In this setting,
it is interesting to verify whether the policy will nec-
essarily satisfy privacy laws, all parties’ requirements,
etc.

Logic-based agents are a second important example.
In IMPACT [Subrahmanian et al. 2000], agent pro-
grams must satisfy a property called conflict freedom.
This property depends on a variable state that extends
the agent program. The state is unknown at verifica-
tion time, and can be regarded as a runtime extension
of the agent program. Conflict freedom should hold
for all possible such extensions.

Incomplete specifications are modelled by identifying
a set of predicates, called open predicates, that are not
completely defined in the program. Different forms of
entailment capture what could possibly be true and
what must necessarily be true, across a space of pos-
sible complete specifications of the open predicates.

There are obvious analogies between open predicates
and abducible predicates. Their extension is not spec-
ified in the program. In the framework of abduction,
a suitable definition of abducible predicates must be
found as part of the reasoning task, while in the frame-
work of open programs one may also quantify over all
possible definitions of the open predicates (skeptical
open inference). Moreover, abduction looks for simple
definitions of the abducible predicates, consisting of
ground facts, while the framework of open programs
admits arbitrary definitions. It should be pointed out
that arbitrary rules can be abduced by introducing
new abducibles, but the point is whether the result-
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ing abduction framework must necessarily be infinite
when the set of abducible rules is.

Thus, despite superficial similarities, there are features
of open programs that cannot be immediately repro-
duced in the framework of abduction and viceversa.
Similarly, answer set programming (ASP) cannot triv-
ially simulate open programs, because of the complex
structure of some forms of open inference (called mixed
inference), and because of the simultaneous treatment
of diverse Herbrand domains, featured by open pro-
gram semantics.

In this paper we start a thorough investigation of
the relationships between open inference, abduc-
tion and ASP. We shall consider the abduction
frameworks originated by [Eshghi and Kowalski 1989],
refined in [Kakas and Mancarella 1990], and fur-
ther studied – from a procedural standpoint –
in [Satoh and Iwayama 1992]. The semantics is
based upon generalized stable models, due to
[Kakas and Mancarella 1990]. The main contributions
of the paper are the following.

• We shall prove that open programs generalize
both ASP and the generalized stable model se-
mantics. A related benefit is that the applica-
bility range of abduction and ASP is potentially
extended to the intended applications of open pro-
grams (under some restrictions). As a second ben-
efit, the relationships between the three frame-
works open the way to a cross-fertilization of the
proof procedures for abduction, ASP and open
inference. Moreover, the generalized framework
suggests some interesting extensions:

– The generalized stable model semantics does
not allow to abduce the existence of new
individuals. Open logic programs pro-
vide such extension, previously supported
only under 3-valued completion semantics
[Denecker and De Schreye 1998] and strati-
fied negation [Shanahan 1989]. Further-
more, open logic programs can express upper
bounds on domain cardinality. None of the
existing approaches handles such constraints.

– The existing abductive procedures for the
generalized stable model semantics do not
support nonground inference. Open inference
is a first step toward nonground abduction
under the generalized stable model seman-
tics. Moreover, open inference suggests new
computation strategies, e.g., based on lemma
generation.

– The mixed inferences introduced in the open

framework suggest a new form of abduction,
that stands to standard abduction as diagno-
sis as entailment stands to diagnosis as sat-
isfaction.

• In some cases, we will be able to reduce open in-
ference to ASP. As a result, we characterize the
complexity of two forms of open inference for fi-
nite and function-free open programs. Moreover,
we show how ASP can be used to compute open
inference in this special case. A complete embed-
ding will be left as an open issue.

• The (partial) embedding of open programs into
ASP makes it possible to use ASP engines such
as Smodels [Niemelä and Simons 1997] for abduc-
tive reasoning under the open version of the gen-
eralized stable model semantics.

The basic definitions concerning abduction frame-
works and open programs will be recalled in Section 2.
Then we will study the relationships between open
programs and abduction frameworks in Section 3. In
Section 4, credulous and skeptical open inferences are
embedded into standard credulous and skeptical infer-
ences in ASP. The main results are summarized and
discussed in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

We assume the reader to be familiar with nor-
mal logic programs and the stable model semantics
[Gelfond and Lifschitz 1988]. We say that a normal
logic program is consistent if it has at least one stable
model.

An abduction framework is a pair 〈 T, A 〉, where T is a
normal logic program and A is a set of abducible pred-
icates. Let Abducibles(T, A) be the set of all ground
atoms p(t1, . . . , tn) such that p ∈ A and ti belongs to
the Herbrand domain of T (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

Definition 2.1 A generalized stable model of an ab-
duction framework 〈T, A 〉 is a stable model of T ∪E,
for some E ⊆ Abducibles(T, A).

An open program is a triple 〈P, F, O 〉 where P is a nor-
mal logic program, F is a set of function and constant
symbols not occurring in P , and O is a set of predicate
symbols. A completion1 of 〈P, F, O 〉 is a normal logic
program P ′ such that

1 Note that this notion of completion has nothing to
do with the standard notion of completion derived from
Clark’s work. We have not been able to identify an al-
ternative term to express correctly the idea of complete
predicate specification.



1. P ′ ⊇ P ,

2. the constant and function symbols of P ′ occur in
P or F ,

3. if r ∈ P ′ \ P , then head(r) ∈ O.

The set of all the completions of 〈P, F, O 〉 is denoted
by Comp(P, F, O). There exist four kinds of open in-
ference:

1. (Credulous open inference) 〈P, F, O 〉 |=c Ψ iff for
some P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F, O), P ′ credulously entails
Ψ.

2. (Skeptical open inference) 〈P, F, O 〉 |=s Ψ iff for
all P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F, O), P ′ skeptically entails Ψ.

3. (Mixed open inference I) 〈P, F, O 〉 |=cs Ψ iff for
some consistent P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F, O), P ′ skepti-
cally entails Ψ.

4. (Mixed open inference II) 〈P, F, O 〉 |=sc Ψ iff for
each consistent P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F, O), P ′ credu-
lously entails Ψ.

The four open entailments are pairwise dual and form
a diamond-shaped lattice [Bonatti 2001].

Proposition 2.2 (Duality) For all open programs Ω
and all sentences Ψ,

1. Ω |=c Ψ iff Ω 6|=s ¬Ψ;

2. Ω |=sc Ψ iff Ω 6|=cs ¬Ψ.

Proposition 2.3 (Entailment lattice) Suppose there
exists a consistent P ′ ∈ Comp(Ω). Then, for all sen-
tences Ψ,

1. Ω |=s Ψ implies Ω |=cs Ψ and Ω |=sc Ψ;

2. Ω |=cs Ψ implies Ω |=c Ψ;

3. Ω |=sc Ψ implies Ω |=c Ψ.

3 Open programs and abduction

Abducible predicates are similar to open predicates, as
their extension is not specified in the program. How-
ever, open predicates can be given arbitrarily complex
definitions (including all sorts of cycles, possibly in-
volving non-open predicates), while abducible predi-
cates are always defined by sets of ground facts (cf.
the clause E ⊆ Abducibles(T, A) in Definition 2.1).

Therefore, in order to relate the two approaches, we
need a representation lemma showing that a similar
restriction can be posed on the completions of open
predicates, without loss of generality.

Lemma 3.1 If M is a stable model of P ′ ∈
Comp(P, F, O), then M is a stable model of some
P ′′ ∈ Comp(P, F, O) such that P ′′\P is a set of ground
facts.

Proof.(Sketch) Let P ′′ = P ∪ {p(~t) ∈ M | p ∈ O}. It
can be verified that M is also a stable model of P ′′.
Moreover, P ′′ \P is a set of ground facts by definition.

A rule r = H ← B could also be abduced by in-
troducing a new abducible nr (that plays the role of
r’s name), and inserting H ← B, nr in the program
(cf. [Poole 1988]). Clearly, if arbitrary rules are to
be abduced (as it happens in open programs), then
this method leads necessarily to an infinite abduction
framework (more precisely, both the program and the
set of abducibles are infinite). Lemma 3.1 improves
rule abduction by showing that in fact one needs not
add any new symbols and rules, provided that no con-
straint is posed on the space of abducible rules.

Now the basic correspondence between abduction and
open programs follows easily.

Theorem 3.2 M is a generalized stable model of an
abductive framework 〈 T, A 〉 iff M is a stable model of
some P ∈ Comp(T, ∅, A).

The relationships between abductive frameworks and
open programs suggest two natural extensions of ab-
ductive reasoning under the generalized stable model
semantics. First note that the set F of possible func-
tion symbols for the completions is empty in Theo-
rem 3.2. By allowing a nonempty F , the general-
ized stable model semantics can be given the abil-
ity of assuming the existence of new individuals and
functions (as in [Denecker and De Schreye 1998] and
[Shanahan 1989]). Typically, in the framework of rea-
soning about action and change, this feature is applied
to explain a sequence of events with unknown actions.
Abductive frameworks can be extended accordingly,
by a straightforward generalization of Abducibles(·, ·).

Definition 3.3 For each abduction framework
〈T, A 〉, let Abducibleso(T, A) be a set of ground
atoms p(t1, . . . , tn) such that p ∈ A and ti is a term
built from the function and constant symbols of T ,
plus a denumerable set Sk of (skolem) constants not
occurring in T . Abducibleso(T, A) will be called a set



of open abducibles of the abduction framework 〈T, A 〉
(w.r.t. the set of skolem constants Sk).

Clearly, the choice of Sk is irrelevant, as long as it does
not intersect the vocabulary of T .

Definition 3.4 An open generalized stable model of
an abduction framework 〈 T, A 〉 is a stable model of
T ∪ E, for some E ⊆ Abducibleso(T, A).

By analogy with the previous theorem we have:

Proposition 3.5 M is an open generalized stable
model of an abductive framework 〈T, A 〉 iff M

is a stable model of some P ∈ Comp(T, Sk, A),
where Sk is the set of skolem constants adopted in
Abducibleso(T, A).

The second extension concerns inference modalities.
Mixed inference of type I suggests a new form of ab-
duction that can be understood by analogy with the
two main forms of diagnosis, based on satisfaction and
entailment, respectively. More precisely, diagnostic
reasoning can be carried out either by looking for a
model of the domain theory T where the observations
Q are satisfied, or by finding a set of explanations E

such that T ∪E entails Q. The two kinds of diagnosis
can be regarded as the analogues of standard general-
ized stable model computation (which is equivalent to
credulous open reasoning, by Theorem 3.2) and mixed
open inference of type I, respectively. The latter can
be reformulated for abductive frameworks as follows.

Definition 3.6 A sentence Q is a generalized skeptical
consequence of an abductive framework 〈T, A 〉 if there
exists E ⊆ Abducibles(T, A) such that Q holds in all
the stable models of T ∪ E.

Similarly, Q is an open generalized skeptical conse-
quence of an abductive framework 〈 T, A 〉 if there ex-
ists E ⊆ Abducibleso(T, A) such that Q holds in all the
stable models of T ∪ E.

Open programs improve standard abduction in one
more respect: open predicates can be partially spec-
ified (cf. [Bonatti 2001], Example 14). The same ef-
fect can be obtained by adding one more abducible
predicate for each partially defined predicate (cf.
[Kakas et al. 1992]). A direct approach (such as the
open framework) that introduces no auxiliary symbols
may be considered more elegant.

4 Open programs and ASP

Open programs obviously generalize answer set pro-
gramming. If F = O = ∅, then Comp(P, F, O) = {P},

and the four entailment relations collapse to the stan-
dard credulous and skeptical entailment of the stable
model semantics.

Proposition 4.1 Let P be a normal logic program.
A sentence Q is a credulous (resp. skeptical) conse-
quence of P iff 〈P, ∅, ∅ 〉 |=c Q (resp. 〈P, ∅, ∅ 〉 |=s Q).
Moreover, if P is consistent, then 〈P, ∅, ∅ 〉 |=c Q is
equivalent to 〈P, ∅, ∅ 〉 |=sc Q , and 〈P, ∅, ∅ 〉 |=s Q is
equivalent to 〈P, ∅, ∅ 〉 |=cs Q.

In the rest of this section, we focus on the opposite
embedding.

Given Lemma 3.1, embedding open programs into ASP
may seem trivial. Apparently, the possible exten-
sions of open predicates could all be generated by suit-
able cyclic definitions, by analogy with the embedding
of generalized stable model semantics into (standard)
stable model semantics [Satoh and Iwayama 1991].
However, handling the different Herbrand domains of
the completions is not so trivial.

Example 4.2 Let P = {p(a), q ← ¬p(X)} and F =
{b}. Suppose that p 6∈ O and q 6∈ O. The stable
models of the completions P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F, O) satisfy
q iff b occurs in P ′. As a consequence, neither q nor
¬q are skeptical open consequences of 〈P, F, O 〉. Now
consider two naive attempts at embedding 〈P, F, O 〉
into ASP:

P1 = P ∪ {p(a)← ¬p̄(a)} ∪ {p̄(a)← ¬p(a)}

P2 = P1 ∪ {p(b)← ¬p̄(b)} ∪ {p̄(b)← ¬p(b)}

(where p̄ is a new predicate symbol). Note that ¬q is a
skeptical consequence of P1 while q is a skeptical con-
sequence of P2, so none of the two programs is sound
with respect to open inference.

A faithful (partial) embedding of open programs into
ASP can be obtained by modeling the Herbrand do-
mains explicitly (a device used also for modeling quan-
tification in Kripke structures where different worlds
have different domains).

Definition 4.3 Let 〈P, F, O 〉 be an open program.
Define the corresponding normal logic program
Π(P, F, O) as follows. For each predicate symbol
p ∈ O, introduce a new distinct predicate symbol p̄.
Moreover, let U , S and S̄ be three new predicate sym-
bols distinct from the symbols p̄. Π(P, F, O) consists
of the following rules, for all rules H ← Body in P , for
all n-ary function symbols f occurring in P or F , and



for all p ∈ O:

H ← Body, U(x1), . . . , U(xn) where the xis are
the variables of
H ← Body

U(f(x1, . . . , xn))← U(x1), . . . , U(xn), S(f)

S(f) if f 6∈ F

S(f)← ¬S̄(f) if f ∈ F

S̄(f)← ¬S(f) if f ∈ F

p(x1, . . . , xn)← ¬p̄(x1, . . . , xn), U(x1), . . . , U(xn)
p̄(x1, . . . , xn)← ¬p(x1, . . . , xn), U(x1), . . . , U(xn)

Intuitively, S and S̄ select a vocabulary from P and F ,
U captures the corresponding ground terms (i.e., the
Herbrand domain of some completion), and the last
rules generate an arbitrary set of ground open atoms.

Remark 4.4 Strictly speaking, in the above defini-
tion the atoms S(f) and S̄(f) should be replaced by

S(f̂) and S̄(f̂), where f̂ is a name for f . For simplicity,
here we use a Prolog-like, relaxed syntax.

Example 4.5 Let P and F be as in Example 4.2, let
O = {r}. Then Π(P, F, O) consists of the following
rules:

p(a)
q ← ¬p(X), U(X)
U(a)← S(a)
U(b)← S(b)
S(a)
S(b)← ¬S̄(b)
S̄(b)← ¬S(b)
r(X)← ¬r̄(X), U(X)
r̄(X)← ¬r(X), U(X) .

The following theorem proves that the above embed-
ding is correct. Let M |P,F,O = { p(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ M |
p occurs in 〈P, F, O 〉 and U(ti) ∈M (1 ≤ i ≤ n) }.

Theorem 4.6 M is a stable model of Π(P, F, O) iff
there exist P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F, O) and a stable model M ′

of P ′ such that M |P,F,O = M ′.

Corollary 4.7 For all sentences Q with no occur-
rences of the new predicates p̄ (p ∈ O), U , S and S̄,

1. 〈P, F, O 〉 |=c Q iff Q is a credulous consequence
of Π(P, F, O).

2. 〈P, F, O 〉 |=s Q iff Q is a skeptical consequence
of Π(P, F, O).

Note that Π(P, F, O) may contain function symbols
(then its consequences may be undecidable). If either
F or O are infinite then Π(P, F, O) is infinite, other-
wise Π(P, F, O) is finite and it can be computed in
polynomial time (w.r.t. |P ∪ F ∪ O|). The following
corollary immediately follows.

Corollary 4.8 Suppose that P , F and O are finite
and contain only 0-ary function symbols.

1. If P is ground, then credulous and skeptical open
inferences are NP-complete and coNP-complete,
respectively.

2. If P is not ground, then credulous and skepti-
cal open inferences are NEXPTIME-complete and
coNEXPTIME-complete, respectively.

Corollary 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 cannot be easily ex-
tended to mixed open inference. The above transla-
tion technique (that basically derives from Lemma 3.1)
captures faithfully the credulous consequences of the
completions, but apparently it does not scale to their
skeptical consequences. Currently, we do not know
whether mixed inference can be polynomially embed-
ded into ASP.

The results of the previous section can be combined
with the above translation to obtain an embedding of
abduction into ASP.

Corollary 4.9 For all interpretations M ,

1. M is a generalized stable model of an abduction
framework 〈T, A 〉 iff M = M ′|T,∅,A , for some
stable model M ′ of Π(T, ∅, A).

2. M is an open generalized stable model of an ab-
duction framework 〈T, A 〉 iff M = M ′|T,Sk,A ,
for some stable model M ′ of Π(T, Sk, A) (where
Sk is the set of skolem constants adopted in
Abducibleso(T, A)).

The translation Π(T, ∅, A) is slightly more re-
dundant than the translation introduced in
[Satoh and Iwayama 1991], but a trivial unfold-
ing process yields an equivalent embedding.

Example 4.10 Consider the abduction framework
〈P, O 〉, where P and O are specified as in Example 4.5.
Π(P, ∅, O) is

p(a)
q ← ¬p(X), U(X)
U(a)← S(a)
S(a)
r(X)← ¬r̄(X), U(X)
r̄(X)← ¬r(X), U(X) .



Unfolding yields the (expected) simplified program

p(a)
q ← ¬p(a)
r(a)← ¬r̄(a)
r̄(a)← ¬r(a) .

The translation Π(T, Sk, A) extends the approach by
[Satoh and Iwayama 1991] with the ability of abduc-
ing new individuals. Unfortunately, Π(T, Sk, A) is in-
finite if Sk is infinite. Therefore, in the absence of
any upper bound on the domain’s cardinality, the ex-
isting credulous engines for ASP can only be applied
to a finite approximation Π(T, Sk′, A) of the original
problem, where Sk′ is a finite subset of Sk. Clearly,
this approximation yields all and only the abductions
that postulate the existence of at most |Sk′| individu-
als, besides those explicitly mentioned in the domain
knowledge.

Example 4.11 Let

T = { p(a), q ← r(X),¬p(X) }

A = { r } .

No generalized stable model of 〈T, A 〉 satisfies q,
whereas if Sk = {s0, s1, . . . , si, . . .}, then 〈T, A 〉 has
an open generalized stable model

{p(a), q, } ∪ {r(si) | i ∈ I}

for each set of natural numbers I. Only one individual
needs to be abduced in order to explain q. Accordingly,
the program Π(T, {s0}, A) consisting of the rules

p(a)
q ← r(X),¬p(X), U(X)
U(a)← S(a)
U(s0)← S(s0)
S(a)
S(s0)← ¬S̄(s0)
S̄(s0)← ¬S(s0)
r(X)← ¬r̄(X), U(X)
r̄(X)← ¬r(X), U(X)

has a stable model {p(a), q, r(s0)}, that “explains” q

with {r(s0)}. In this case, the bound on the open do-
main does not cause any significant loss of information,
in the sense that all the alternative minimal explana-
tions are isomorphic to {r(s0)}.

5 Summary and Conclusions

Open programs constitute a simple unifying frame-
work that generalizes both abduction frameworks (un-
der the generalized stable model semantics) and an-
swer set programming, as shown by Theorem 3.2

and Proposition 4.1. In particular, any abduction
framework 〈T, A 〉 corresponds to the open program
〈T, ∅, A 〉, while each normal logic program P is cap-
tured by the degenerate open program 〈P, ∅, ∅ 〉.

The reduction of the generalized stable model seman-
tics to open inference highlights similarities and dif-
ferences between the two frameworks. In particular, it
shows that the only real difference lies in the treatment
of the domains, that are fixed in abduction frame-
works, and variable in the open framework (cf. the
discussion after Theorem 3.2). On the contrary, the
different kinds of predicate specifications considered
by the two frameworks (ground facts vs. arbitrary def-
initions) have no influence, as they select the same set
of models (Lemma 3.1). This result implies also that
in the absence of constraints on the space of abducible
rules, no new abducible predicates and rules need to be
introduced in order to abduce complex sentences (as
opposed to the standard formulation [Poole 1988]).

We have applied the open framework to give the gener-
alized stable model semantics the ability of abducing
new individuals (Definition 3.4). Then we extended
the embedding of abduction into ASP accordingly, us-
ing the more general result for open programs (Corol-
lary 4.9). As a result, ASP engines such as Smodels
can be applied to abductive reasoning over bounded
open domains (cf. the discussion after Corollary 4.9).
Because of the bound on the domain size, ASP can
only approximate abduction with unbounded open do-
mains. We are currently generalizing finitary programs
[Bonatti 2001b] to achieve semidecidable, exact ab-
duction with unbounded open domains.

Note, however, that the bound on domain size
is not always a restriction. In some cases, the
bound may be part of the domain knowledge.
The existing calculi that support open domains
do not express nor reason about such restrictions
[Denecker and De Schreye 1998, Shanahan 1989].

The open framework suggests a new form of abduc-
tion analogous to diagnosis-as-entailment, called gen-
eralized skeptical consequences (Definition 3.6).

Our results improve the understanding of open infer-
ence. From the embedding into ASP we derived the
complexity of skeptical and credulous open inference in
the finite case, and in the absence of proper functions
(Corollary 4.8). In the other cases, the translation may
be infinite or contain function symbols, and the only
known automated deduction method is the skeptical
open resolution calculus introduced in [Bonatti 2001].

This calculus derives sentences that hold no matter
how the open program is completed. It may be in-



teresting to investigate the use of such skeptical infer-
ences to pre-compute lemmata, in order to speed-up
the computation of explanations.

Moreover, the skeptical open calculus is nonground,
and may return nonground answers. This may be a
starting point for nonground abduction under the open
generalized stable model semantics.

On the other hand, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 4.7
open the way to the application of abduction proce-
dures and ASP engines to open inference problems,
at least under some cardinality and arity restrictions.
In particular, abduction and ASP might be applied to
static verification problems for various kinds of incom-
plete specifications.

Currently it is not clear whether the mixed forms of
open inference can be embedded into ASP and abduc-
tion frameworks. We conjecture that no polynomial
reduction based on normal logic programs exists. It
should be verified whether the calculus for mixed infer-
ence illustrated in [Bonatti 2001] can be immediately
applied to the generalized skeptical consequences in-
troduced in Definition 3.6.
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